JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

The School of Medicine is an Integral Part of the University and is in the Closest Affiliation with the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

ADMISSION
Candidates for admission must be graduates of approved colleges or scientific schools with two years' instruction, including laboratory work, in chemistry, and one year each in physics and biology, together with evidence of a reading knowledge of French and German. Each class is limited to a maximum of 75 students, men and women being admitted on the same terms. Applications may be sent any time during the academic year but not later than June 15th. If vacancies occur, students from other institutions desiring advanced standing may be admitted to the second or third year provided they fulfill the requirements and present exceptional qualifications.

INSTRUCTION
The academic year begins the Tuesday nearest October 1, and closes the second Tuesday in June. The course of instruction occupies four years and special emphasis is laid upon practical work in the laboratories, in the wards of the Hospital and in the dispensary.

TUITION
The charge for tuition for 1929-30 will be $600 per annum, payable in two installments. There are no extra fees except for certain expensive supplies, and laboratory breakage.

Inquiries should be addressed to the
Executive Secretary of the School of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University, Washington and Monument Sts., Baltimore, Md.

Graduates in Medicine who satisfy the requirements of the heads of the departments in which they desire to work are accepted as students for a period not less than three quarters. Tuition charge is $50 a quarter.

BIOLOGICAL SUPPLIES

Zoological Groups
Slides
Embryological Life Histories
Botanical Philippine
Materials Land Shells
Drosophila Cultures

Catalogs will be sent on request
Address all correspondence to
Geo. M. Gray, Curator
Supply Department

Marine Biological Laboratory
Woods Hole, Mass., U. S. A.
Announcing

A stimulating modern textbook on paleontology by Edward Wilber Berry, Professor of Paleontology, Johns Hopkins University.

An Introductory text on Paleontology with an entirely new method of presentation.

BERRY’S
PALEONTOLOGY

This new book is not merely a catalog of fossil bones and shells, but a stimulating account of animals that were once alive. It presents a dynamic rather than a static picture of prehistoric organisms. The chief emphasis in the book is placed on:

(1) resemblances rather than differences
(2) adaptations of organisms to their environment.

The numerous organisms discussed are arranged under the following group headings:

Chapter I—Introduction
Chapter II—The Protozoa
Chapter III—The Porifera or Sponges
Chapter IV—The Coelenterata
Chapter V—The Worms
Chapter VI—The Echinodermata
Chapter VII—The Bryozoa
Chapter VIII—The Brachiopoda
Chapter IX—The Mollusca
Chapter X—The Arthropoda
Chapter XI—The Vertebrata

Although the book is written primarily as a text for beginning classes in paleontology, it offers a great deal of value and interest to the geology student, the biology student, the layman interested in science and the amateur student of fossils.

392 pages, 6 x 9, 175 illustrations
$3.50 postpaid

Send for copy on approval

370 Seventh Avenue  Penn Terminal Building  New York
Carnegie Institution of Washington

No. 382. Willis Bailey. Studies in Comparative Seismology: Earthquake Conditions in Chile. Quarto. Pages xi-178, 75 plates, 19 text-figures ............................................. $5.50

This work deals with the historical record of the earthquake activity of Atacama, a province of northern Chile, and with the geology of the region in so far as it bears on the cause of earthquakes. Dr. Willis gives the results of his observations on the structural geology and proposes an hypothesis to account for the elevation of the Andes.

No. 87. The California Earthquake of April 18, 1906. Report of the State Earthquake Investigation Commission, Professor Andrew C. Lawson, Chairman. Quarto, two volumes, and atlas ................................................................. $19.00

This is the report of the State Earthquake Investigation Commission appointed by the Governor of California. The fault where the earthquake originated is a part of a larger physiographic feature known as the San Andreas rift. Volume II contains a theoretical discussion of the phenomena described in volume I. Records obtained by seismographs in all parts of the world are given and discussed. A very complete mathematical theory of seismographs is given.

No. 381. Du Toit, Alexander L. Geological Comparison of South America with South Africa. With a Palaeontological Contribution: Upper Carboniferous Fossils from Argentina, by F. R. C. Reed. Pages viii-158, 16 plates, 1 map, 7 text-figures ......................... $3.00

Carnegie Institution has recently issued a price list of its publications and copies will be gladly sent upon receipt of request.

Books may be ordered through your bookdealer or direct from

CARNegie INSTITuTION OF WASHINgTON
Washington, D. C., U. S. A.

AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE

A Biographical Directory

Edited by J. McKeen Cattell and Jaques Cattell

New Impression now ready

The fourth edition of the Biographical Directory of American Men of Science contains about 13,000 sketches and extends to 1,132 pages. It is an invaluable work of reference for scientific men. It is useful for libraries, newspapers, educational executives and all who have relations with those engaged in scientific research.

Price, Ten dollars net, postage paid

THE SCIENCE PRESS
Grand Central Terminal,
New York, N. Y.